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ABSTRACT
Given sufficient data from ancillary sensors, swath sonar systems can generate
sounding solutions in real time. The absolute accuracy of these solutions depends both
on the sonar-relative range and angle determination, and particularly on the quality of the
aiding information. In this paper, we examine the correction of imperfect surface sound
speed information for a multi-sector swath sonar. Difficulties arise from: (1) sector
timings and boundaries changing with operational mode, and (2) insufficient information
to determine the transmit sector associated with a receive beam. A number of postprocessing strategies are proposed and the specific steps in implementation are described
in detail.

INTRODUCTION
The accuracy of a multibeam survey depends directly on our knowledge of the
sound speed, both at the transducer face and throughout the watercolumn. Uncertainties
in either case lead directly to systematic errors in the depth and positioning of soundings.
In the ideal situation, both quantities are measured with sufficient temporal and spatial
resolution such that their effects are adequately accounted for. This is not always the
case, however, and the hydrographer may need to apply new sound speed information in
post-processing. This involves re-pointing the beam launch vector given new surface
sound speed information and/or re-raytracing using new sound speed profile information.
During an autumn transit of the Northwest Passage in 2003, the CCGS Amundsen

collected swath bathymetry throughout the Passage and also during oceanographic
mooring operations in the Beaufort Sea (refer to Figure 1). Lack of sound speed profile
collection and failure of the surface sound speed probe led to an extensive amount of
post-processing to minimize systematic biases due to sound speed errors. It is the intent
of this paper to document the approach taken for the application of surface sound speed
in post-processing for the Amundsen’s EM300 (sound speed profile post-processing is
discussed by Beaudoin (2004)).
The CCGS Amundsen (formerly Sir John Franklin) is a 98-meter 1200 class
icebreaker completely rigged for various scientific activities and capable of extended
stays in the Arctic. The vessel is equipped with a Kongsberg-Simrad EM300, which is a
shallow to mid ocean depth system (nominally 10m - 5000m) with a nominal frequency
of 30 kHz. The transmit fan is split into several frequency-coded sectors ranging from 27
-34 kHz, with the number of sectors varying from three to nine depending on the
operating mode (which is depth dependant). These sectors are transmitted sequentially at
each ping which leads to complications during the determination of vessel orientation at
transmit and receive times, as will be discussed later.
The vessel was equipped with a hull-mounted sound speed probe that provided
real-time transducer surface sound speed to the transceiver to ensure correct beam
steering. For sound speed throughout the water column, the vessel was equipped with a
Brooke Ocean Technology MVP-300 (Moving Vessel Profiler) that was capable of being
towed behind the vessel, collecting water column information along the vessel track
through a repetitive freefall dipping motion. In the ideal situation, the sensor would be
deployed at all times during a survey and the water column information applied
immediately.
The reality of the first transit operations was that the crew was concerned for the
safety of the MVP system, this concern being aggravated by the intermittent ice cover
throughout the Passage. A secondary issue became a critical factor however: as the
system was fitted with a glass conductivity cell (part of a Seabird 911 CTD), it could not
be allowed to fill with the fresh water commonly found at the sea surface otherwise it
would freeze and destroy the sensor. This limited the use of underway MVP operations,
as such the only sound speed profiles were obtained when a CTD rosette cast was

performed at the location of an oceanographic mooring deployment. This yielded only
16 profiles over the course of a 25-day survey. In addition to the lack of sound speed
profiles, the pump that supplied the surface sound speed probe would occasionally fail.
Until the operator noticed the failure, the water in the probe would heat to inner hull
temperatures and artificially raise the sound speed.
Plots of the surface sound speed used in beam steering calculations have been
prepared and are shown in Figure 2. Several artifacts can be noted in the raw data; for
example, Section D demonstrates the effect of an unnoticed (or overnight) pump failure
with a steady rise in sound speed until the failure was noticed. While the sound speed
probe was being repaired, the operator chose to use the sound speed from the last
collected sound profile as an approximation of the true surface sound speed (as shown by
the grey arrows in Figure 2), leading to the flat-line sound speed observations in E.
Similar flat line events occur in A, B, C, and F. In all five cases, the sound speed used
for beam steering was taken from the last sound profile and the surface sound speed
probe data were ignored (whether the data were acceptable or not).

POST-PROCESSING METHODOLOGY
Overview of Methodology
Faced with erroneous surface sound speed values, incorrect soundings may be
corrected based on an estimate of the correct surface sound speed as long as the following
data are preserved in the raw data stream [Hughes Clarke, et al. 2000]:
1. Array relative steering angles.
2. Two way travel times (twtt) to bottom detection point
3. Full resolution orientation time series.
4. Lever arms between all sensors, and alignment angles.
5. Sound speed applied in beam steering process.
In the general case, one must begin with the fundamental measurements made by
the sonar, i.e. twtt and angle, and re-point the original array-relative steering angles if
necessary (beam pointing angle in Figure 3). The next step is to recreate the sounding
geometry at transmit and receive in order to determine the beam’s geographic launch

vector (beam launch angle in Figure 3). Having done this, an acoustic raytrace provides
the depth and horizontal range with the beam azimuth being used to reduce the horizontal
measurement into across-track and along-track components. Finally, the lever arms
between the reference point and the transducer are rotated using the transmit orientation,
and are then added to the depth, across-track and along-track offsets to yield the sounding
solution with respect to the reference point. The above boils down to a four-step process:
1. Re-compute beam pointing vector.
2. Determine geographic launch vector.
3. Perform raytrace.
4. Reduce to vessel reference point.
Presented with new surface or watercolumn sound speed information in postprocessing, the procedure varies only in the entry point of the four-step process above.
Three scenarios exist with the entry point for each case summarized in Table 1, with each
step discussed further below.

Table 1. Application of new sound speed information for an electronically steered array.

Surface Sound Speed

Sound Speed Profile

Entry Point

New value

New profile

Step 1

New value

Acceptable profile

Step 1

Acceptable value

New profile

Step 3

Vessel Coordinate System
Before proceeding, it is necessary to discuss the vessel coordinate system and
rotation matrices that are used in this work. The coordinate system used throughout is
right-handed with the positive x-axis pointing towards the bow, the positive y-axis
pointing towards starboard and the positive z-axis pointing below the vessel. The sign
convention for angular measurements follows the right hand rule, i.e. positive roll is to
starboard (starboard sinks, port rises), positive pitch is nose-up (bow rises, stern sinks),
and positive yaw is clockwise (bow turns to starboard). The rotations of roll (θ), pitch (φ)

and yaw (γ) about the x, y, and z-axes described earlier are expressed by the following
matrices, as can be found in any linear algebra text:
0
⎡1
R (θ ) = ⎢⎢0 cosθ
⎢⎣0 sin θ

⎤
− sin θ ⎥⎥
cosθ ⎥⎦
0

⎡ cos φ
R (φ ) = ⎢⎢ 0
⎢⎣− sin φ

0 sin φ ⎤
1
0 ⎥⎥
0 cos φ ⎥⎦

⎡cos γ
R (γ ) = ⎢⎢ sin γ
⎢⎣ 0

− sin γ
cos γ
0

0⎤
0⎥⎥
1⎥⎦

The rotation is applied via matrix multiplication of the matrix and vector, with
subsequent rotations applied in a right-to-left manner, for example, to apply a roll, pitch
and yaw rotation, one multiplies in the order shown in (1).
V rotated = R(γ ) ⋅ R(φ ) ⋅ R(θ ) ⋅ V original

(1)

The rotation matrices can be pre-multiplied, giving a single rotation matrix that
encompasses the effect of all three individual rotations (ensuring that the same
multiplication order is respected). Doing so gives the following rotation matrix; this is
the general rotation matrix that is used throughout this work.
Rθφγ

⎡cos φ ⋅ cos γ
= ⎢⎢ cos φ ⋅ sin γ
⎢⎣ − sin φ

sin θ ⋅ sin φ ⋅ cos γ − cosθ ⋅ sin γ
sin θ ⋅ sin φ ⋅ sin γ + cosθ ⋅ cos γ
sin θ ⋅ cos φ

cosθ ⋅ sin φ ⋅ cos γ + sin θ ⋅ sin γ ⎤
cosθ ⋅ sin φ ⋅ sin γ − sin θ ⋅ cos γ ⎥⎥
⎥⎦
cosθ ⋅ cos φ

Step 1: Re-compute beam pointing vector
Multibeam sonars rely on the principle of electronic beam steering to direct the
main response axis (MRA) of the transmitter and/or receiver arrays.

Both arrays

typically consist of a series of acoustic elements, with the signals from all elements being
summed to focus the response pattern of the array into a narrow beam. Beam steering, or
the redirection of the MRA, is achieved through the addition of time or phase delays
during the element summation process; beam steering requires knowledge of the speed of
sound at the array face since phase and time delays are based upon the wavelength
associated with the sonar’s operating frequency. Errors in the knowledge of surface
sound speed lead directly to systematic errors in beam pointing angles through the
calculation of wavelength based on sound speed. These errors grow proportionally to
steering angle (though non-linearly), thus the largest error is encountered in the most
steered beams of a steered linear array whereas the accuracy of beams near broadside
suffers little, as shown in Figure 4. The Amundsen’s EM300 is installed nearly level, as

such, the major issues occur at angles away from nadir. This is not the case for tilted line
arrays (e.g. EM3000D or EM12D, etc).
Errors due to imperfect surface sound speed are most easily observed during large
vessel roll events since they introduce a variable non-linear tilting of the swath that
correlates with receiver roll [Hughes Clarke, 2003b].

The Amundsen’s EM300

installation produces a signature artifact in the face of surface sound speed errors since
the receiver array is mounted approximately 6° from level. In order to maintain a
symmetric receiver sector, for example +/-60°, the transceiver must steer the outer beams
on the starboard side 66° whereas the port beams need only be steered to 54°. As such,
errors in surface sound speed generate a distinctive non-linear tilt to the swaths, as shown
by the black soundings in Figure 5.

Procedure & Application
Re-pointing a beam involves computing a new array-relative steering angle based on the
new sound speed and original steering angle and sound speed. Snell’s Law relates the
four values:
c1
c
= 2
sin θ 1 sin θ 2

(2)

Given sound speeds c1 and c2 and the original array-relative steering angle θ1, we solve
for the new steering angle as such:
⎞
⎛ c2
⋅ sin θ 1 ⎟⎟
⎠
⎝ c1

θ 2 = sin −1 ⎜⎜

(3)

Step 2: Determine geographic launch vector
In general, fourteen angles are required to determine a sounding’s geographic
pointing vector, consisting of four roll, pitch and heading triplets and two steering angles
[Hughes Clarke, 2003a]:
(1) Orientations at time of transmit and receive (6 angles).
(2) Transmitter and receiver mounting angles (6 angles).

(3) Steering angle on transmit and receive (2 angles).
The orientations at the moments of transmit and receive are ascertained by
determining the times of both events and then interpolating the orientation using the
vessel attitude time-series values before and after each time.

The transmit time is

recorded with the bathymetry packet whereas the receive time is computed through the
addition of the transmit time and the two-way travel-time for each receive beam. The
mount angles are determined during a patch test or vessel installation survey. It is
important to note that some sonars share the same mount angles for the transmitter and
receiver as they are installed as a single physical unit (and assuming perfect orientation
within the transducer). Others, particularly the larger arrays, have independently installed
transmitters and receivers that need be neither orthogonal nor coplanar and thus one
needs separate mount angles for each.
Given the necessary angular measurements, the first step is to determine the
transmitter and receiver directional vectors at the time of transmit and receive. These
vectors are then used to build a coordinate system from which the beam's pointing vector
can be determined using the transmit and receive steering angles; this vector is then
referenced to the local level coordinate system. The procedure begins with an ideal
transmit unit vector pointing perfectly along the ship's x-axis, i.e. (1,0,0), with the ship
being perfectly level and facing north.

This ideal vector is then rotated using the

transmitter alignment angles, immediately followed by the orientation of the transmitter
at transmit time, as in (4). The same is done in (5) for the receiver with its mount angles
and orientation; however, the ideal receiver vector is oriented perfectly with the ship's yaxis, i.e. (0,1,0). Note that the rotation matrices in (4) and (5) are composed of three
individual rotation matrices that represent roll, pitch, and heading.

TX = Rorientation ⋅ Ralignment ⋅ TX ideal

(4)

RX = Rorientation ⋅ Ralignment ⋅ RX ideal

(5)

The vectors TX and RX represent the orientation of the transmitter and receiver at the
times of transmit and receive, respectively, in the locally level coordinate system. Figure
6 demonstrates how these two vectors are then used to build a coordinate system in which

the beam-pointing vector can be measured. This coordinate system, referred to as the
primed coordinate system, is created through the use of the cross product:
X ' = TX

(6)

Z ' = TX × RX

(7)

Y' = Z'× X '

(8)

The beam-pointing vector is then computed in the primed coordinate system through the
following equations, as depicted in Figure 7:

δ = cos −1 (TX ⋅ RX ) −

π

(9)

2

− sin( RX steer )
cos(δ )

(10)

y 2 = sin(TX steer ) ⋅ tan(δ )

(11)

y1 =

radial = ( y1 + y 2 ) 2 + sin 2 (TX steer )

(12)

x = sin(TX steer )

(13)

y = y1 + y 2

(14)

z = 1 − radial 2

(15)

BV prime

⎡x⎤
= ⎢⎢ y ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦

(16)

The beam-pointing vector is then rotated into the ideal geographic coordinate
system with a rotation matrix that describes the transformation between the ideal and
primed coordinate system. In general, a matrix describing the axis rotation required to
change perspective from one coordinate system to another can be constructed via (17).
Recall that idealized unit vectors (<1,0,0>, <0,1,0>, <0,0,1>) were used to construct the
geographic coordinate system, thus each of the inner products in the matrix elements of
(17) reduce to a single value of the axes in the primed coordinate system:

RGeo

⎡ X ⋅ X ' Y ⋅ X ' Z ⋅ X '⎤ ⎡ X ' x
⎢
⎥ ⎢
= ⎢ X ⋅Y ' Y ⋅Y ' Z ⋅Y '⎥ = ⎢X 'y
⎢ X ⋅ Z ' Y ⋅ Z ' Z ⋅ Z '⎥ ⎢ X '
⎣
⎦ ⎣ z

Y 'x
Y 'y
Y 'z

Z 'x ⎤
⎥
Z'y ⎥
Z ' z ⎥⎦

(17)

The rotation matrix in (17) is then used to transform the elements of the beam vector in
the primed coordinate system to the geographic coordinate system:
BV = RGeo ⋅ BV prime

(18)

The beam depression angle and azimuth are then computed in the usual manner:

α = tan −1 (

β = tan −1 (

BV X
BV Y

BV Z
BV

2
X

+ BV

(19)

)

2
Y

(20)

)

Finally, the azimuth is reduced to that of the heading at time of transmit.

α relative = α − α ship

(21)

Complications
The process becomes difficult at this point for the EM300 as installed on the
Amundsen due to the multi-sector transmitter arrangement that allows it to stabilize the
transmit pattern for yaw, as shown in Figure 8. Multiple transmit sectors complicate the
beam pointing vector determination in two ways: (1) each transmit sector has a unique
transmit time, orientation and steering angle, and (2) the receive times are relative to the
transmit time, so each receive beam must be associated with a unique transmit sector.
The EM300 features several operational modes, each geared to a different range
of water depths. The deepest mode features a long pulse length and low number of
transmit sectors (due to signal extinction in the outer sectors) while the shallow modes
use shorter pulse lengths [Kongsberg Simrad, n.d.]. The pertinent information for each
mode is summarized in Table 2 below. Note that the sector boundaries and sector firing
intervals were provided from the Kongsberg Simrad engineer who was onboard during
the transit (it should be noted that as of early 2004, new Simrad datagram formats supply
all of the required information). Personal communications with Kongsberg Simrad have
confirmed the sector firing order to be outermost port sector, then outermost starboard,
and so on, until the central sector is reached (as demonstrated in Figure 8).
Table 2. EM300 operational modes.

Mode

Number

Sector Boundaries (degrees)

Sector Firing

of Sectors

positive=port, negative=starboard

Interval (ms)

Extra-Deep

3

10.5°, -10.5°

15.51

Very-Deep

9

44.0°,31.5°,20.5°,10.5°

5.32

-10.0°, -21.0°, -31.5°, -44.0°
Deep

9

63.4°, 44.7°, 29.5°, 18.4°,

5.32

-17.0°, -31.0°, -44.7°, -63.5°
Medium

3

60.0°, -60.0°

2.66

Shallow

3

60.0°, -60.0°

1.11

Very-Shallow

3

60.0°, -60.0°

1.11

To perform a beam re-pointing using data from the EM300, one must first
determine the operational mode (stored in the run-time telegram, output by the
transceiver). The operational mode implies the number of sectors, in addition to the
angular boundaries and time offsets between them.

These values are then used to

determine the times and orientations at time of transmit and receive. The procedure is as
such:
1. For any given receive beam, one must determine its associated transmit sector
using the original estimate of depression angle stored in the depth telegram.
2. Determine the transmit time of the first sector (the time stamp of the depth
telegram), then add the appropriate number of sector firing intervals to arrive at
the transmit time of the receive beam’s transmit sector. For example, referring to
Figure 8, the third sector in Extra-Deep mode would be fired 30.02 ms after the
first sector (2 x 15.51 ms = 30.02 ms). This offset is added to the depth telegram
time stamp to arrive at the transmit time of the sector in question.
3. Compute the receive time by adding the receive beam’s two-way travel time to
the sector’s transmit time.
4. Use the transmit and receive times to look up the orientation for both events and
proceed as outlined in the procedure above.

Step 3: Perform raytrace
Raytracing algorithms allow for the modeling of the effect of refraction of a ray
path given an initial launch angle, transducer depth and sound speed profile. Details of
raytracing techniques are available in most oceanographic texts (e.g. Medwin and Clay,
(1998)), the discussion herein is as such limited to the computation of the input
parameters to a raytracing algorithm, namely the transducer depth.
If significant along or across track lever arms exist between the vessel’s center of
mass and the sonar, then the transducer draft is subjected to an induced heave when the
ship pitches and/or rolls (in addition to the heave measured by the motion sensor). The
induced heave may be accounted for by rotating the transducer's lever arms with the roll
and pitch and using the resulting z component of the rotated vector (assuming that the
reference point is at or near the center of mass of the vessel, or at least the heave output is
described for that location); this begins by rotating the lever-arms by a rotation matrix
constructed using the orientation at the time of transmit, as in (22).
TX rotated = Rorientation ⋅ TX offsets

(22)

The z-ordinate of the waterline and the heave at transmit are then applied to the zordinate of the rotated lever-arm vector, as in (23). This yields the actual vertical
displacement between the reference point and the sonar.

draft TX = Z TX rotated − Z waterline + heaveTX

(23)

The same procedure is carried out for the receiver using its lever arms at orientation at the
time of reception. The mean of the two computed drafts is then used as the starting point
for the raytrace, along with the depression angle computed in (20).
The raytracing proceeds as usual, with one exception: the surface sound speed is
introduced at the transducer depth as a “snapback” layer to allow for the preservation of
Snell’s constant at the transducer face, as discussed by Cartwright and Hughes Clarke
(2002). Assuming that the variation in the profiles exists mainly in the top portion of the
watercolumn (as was usually the case with the 2003 dataset), the true and computed
raypaths will become parallel once the variable surface layer is passed. This is due to the
fact that the ray parameter, or Snell’s constant, will maintain the correct departure angle
at the deepest portion of the layer of surface variability regardless of the intervening

sound speed structure in the watercolumn. An error in depth and across-track distance is
introduced due to the outdated watercolumn, however, this error is constant and becomes
increasingly insignificant with depth, especially in the case where the thickness of the
variable surface layer is small with respect to the entire watercolumn [Cartwright, 2002].

Step 4: Reduce to vessel reference point
The output of the raytrace is the total horizontal and vertical distance traveled
during the ray’s flight through the watercolumn in a vertical plane lying along the shipreferenced heading computed in (21). The vertical distance is added to the mean draft to
yield the depth measurement (which need only be corrected for tide). The horizontal
distance is broken into along-track and across-track components using the beam azimuth
as derived during the cone intersection described earlier, as shown in (24) and (25).

across = d horizontal ⋅ sin(α relative )

(24)

along = d horizontal ⋅ cos(α relative )

(25)

The rotated transmitter lever-arms computed in (22) are added to these components in
order to reference the sounding to the origin of the ship’s coordinate system at the time of
transmit.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: EM300
The above methodology was applied to a subset of the soundings collected during
the 2003 transit. Statistical analysis of the application of surface sound speed is not
possible due to a lack of overlapping survey lines. As such, accuracy checks are limited
to the comparison of soundings from swaths preceding and following the application of a
beam pointing-angle correction.
The sound speed artifacts shown in Figure 2 can be categorized based on their
causes:

either (1) the surface sound speed pump had failed, or (2) the pump was

functioning, but its readings were ignored. Table 3 summarizes the required action in
post-processing. Each of these cases is discussed further below.

Table 3. Proposed solutions for observed sound speed artifacts.

Artifact
A

Solution
Linearly interpolate surface sound speed from 1454 m/s to 1450 m/s, based
on nearest valid data.

B

Linearly interpolate surface sound speed from 1435 m/s to 1432 m/s, based
on nearest valid data.

C

Use logged surface sound speed value.

D

Use estimate of 1433 m/s based on nearest valid data.

E

Use logged surface sound speed value.

F

Use logged surface sound speed value.

Re-pointing based on estimates of correct surface sound speed
Sections A, B, and D fall within the category of soundings that must be corrected
with estimates of surface sound speed. In the case of A and B, the operators noticed the
failure and the last sound speed profile was used as the source of sound speed for beam
steering purposes (the transceiver estimates the transducer’s vertical position in the
watercolumn and interpolates a sound speed value from a sound speed profile). Case D
arose from an unnoticed pump failure, with the sound speed probe supplying the
transceiver with grossly erroneous values. In post-processing, there was no choice but to
re-point the beams based on an estimate of the correct surface sound speed for all three
cases. Selected results are shown using data from Sections B and D.

Section B
Data from the surface sound probe became unusable due to heavy icebreaking,
thus the probe was disabled and the transceiver was configured to use the sound speed
from the last sound speed profile. Data collected immediately before reactivation of the
probe were re-pointed using an estimated surface sound speed of 1431.9 m/s (instead of
1454.4 m/s). Across-track plots of the soundings before and after the transition back to
using the probe are shown in Figure 9.

Section D
Data collected in Section D are characterized by a gross error in surface sound speed
since the failure of the probe went unnoticed overnight with the probe reporting values of
approximately 1480 m/s (whereas the true value was closer to 1430 m/s). Fortunately, a
small area of overlap was found between lines collected before and after the probe
failure. Subsets of the raw and corrected soundings are shown in figures 10 and 11,
respectively.

Re-pointing using sound speed probe data
Sections C, E, and F are incorrect because the surface sound speed probe values
were ignored, either accidentally or intentionally, in favour of the value provided from
the last sound speed profile (the grey arrows in Figure 12 indicate the sound speed profile
value that was used instead of the value measured by the probe). Fortunately, the EM300
raw data format logs the surface sound speed probe values even if they are not applied.
The data recorded during these periods are graphed in Figure 12; these values can clearly
be used to correct the soundings in these sections. A subset of the data from Section F is
presented.

Section F
In this case, the operator momentarily toggled between using the probe and the
last profile as the source of sound speed for beam steering. After a brief interlude of
using the profile as the source, the operator switched back to using the probe. The
soundings during this time period must be corrected based on the logged probe values
since a surface sound speed error of approximately 11 m/s was introduced during this
short time (introducing a depth error of approximately 1.25% of water depth in the outer
beams). The transition between probe sound speed and profile sound speed is shown in
Figure 13, with the raw and corrected soundings contrasted against the ping immediately
preceding the transition.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It has been demonstrated that it is possible to correct soundings corrupted by
incorrect surface sound speed values in post-processing using the technique outlined in
this document as long as the following information are retained:
1. Array relative steering angles.
2. Two way travel times to bottom detection
3. Full resolution orientation time series.
4. Lever arms between all sensors, and alignment angles.
5. Sound speed applied in beam steering process.
Several instances of faulty surface sound speed were re-processed with promising results,
even in the face of gross sound speed errors applied by the transceiver. This technique
can be extended to other sonars which store the above information in their data format
and whose operation is well understood. Complications due to multiple transmit sectors,
including inter-sector firing boundaries and firing intervals, must be resolved before the
procedure outlined herein can be applied.
Given the transit conditions under which the data were collected, it is difficult to
test the robustness of the method presented in this work. A rigorous testing exercise
should be planned in which a small patch is surveyed (with the sound probe enabled) to
generate a reference surface. Cross-lines can then be run with intentionally incorrect
surface sound speed values being entered into the system to observe the effect and to test
the validity of the procedure used in this work. Though not explicitly mentioned in the
text, the offsets between the transmitter and receiver have been ignored. While the errors
incurred are negligible in deep water, future work should focus on modeling the
intersection of non-concentric cones such that the model more correctly represents reality
in the case of shallow water soundings.
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Figure 1. Ship track of CCGS Amundsen, September
2003, departing from Quebec City.
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Figure 2. Time-series plot of surface sound speed measured throughout the cruise. Red points signify
sound speed measured from a sound speed profile, blue points represent the sound speed used by the
transceiver in beam steering calculations; this value is either taken from a real-time probe on the hull or
from the last sound speed profile (or from an operator specified value, though this option was never
exercised). Time-axis is labeled in Julian days; vertical axis is sound speed in meters per second.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the difference between beam-pointing angle and beam launch angle. The beampointing angle is relative to the transducer boresite whereas the beam launch angle is referenced to the
local vertical and accounts for effects due to vessel orientation and mount angles. Note that pitch and yaw
are ignored in this illustration though they play a potentially significant role in the determination of beam
launch angle. The beam-pointing angle is corrected during the beam re-pointing procedure outlined in
this work.

Figure 4. Linear array beam steering sensitivity to surface sound speed error [after Hughes Clarke, 2003a].
Clearly, even small errors in surface sound speed can degrade the accuracy of depth solutions associated
with outer beams.

Figure 5. Example of surface sound speed artifacts from several swaths of data observed with CCGS
Amundsen (surface sound speed error is approximately 50m/s). Horizontal boxes are 25 meters, black and
green symbols represent raw and corrected soundings. Note the curl on the starboard outermost side of the
swaths (which have to have extra steering to account for the 6° receiver mounting to port); it is thought that
this artifact is due to beam steering errors arising from the titanium-polymer ice windows installed over the
receiver to protect the transducers during ice breaking.
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Figure 6. Construction of primed coordinate system. The orientation of the transmitter/receiver assembly
changes from the time of transmit and receive, represented by t1 and t2, respectively, in (a). The transmit
vector (TX) and the receiver vector (RX) are then migrated to the midpoint between the two positions, as in
(b). A coordinate system is then built in which TX is the X’ axis, the Z’ axis is orthogonal to the plane
containing TX and RX and the Y’ axis is orthogonal to the X’ axis and Z’ axis (depicted in (c)). It is in this
coordinate system that the beam-pointing vector is computed.
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Figure 7. Geometry of transmit and receiver cone intersection. The beam-pointing vector lies on the
intersection of the transmitter cone of insonification and the receiver cone of sensitivity, shown in (a) and
(b) respectively with the intersection shown in (c). Image (d) demonstrates the geometry used to derive the
beam-pointing vector coordinates. Note that the Z’-axis points down into the page.
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Figure 8. Usage of multiple transmit sectors to achieve yaw stabilization. In
the case of the EM300, the outermost sectors are fired first, with the above
image labeled in typical firing order. Application of yaw stabilization is
demonstrated in the inset figures on the right. Inset (a) depicts a plan view
of 80 swaths without yaw stabilization. The yaw stabilization is enabled
halfway through (b) whereas all swaths in (c) are yaw stabilized,
highlighting the difference between both modes of operation. In the inset
images, red and green points represent port and starboard soundings,
respectively [All images after Hughes Clarke, 2003a].

(c)

Figure 9. Across-track profile of raw and corrected data in Section B, bordering a transition from profile-based
to probe-based surface sound speeds. Soundings are from three across-track profiles from the two swaths
bordering the transition (as shown in the inset colour coded depth image, ship track is from right to left). Green
soundings are from the swaths collected after the probe was enabled, while the red and black soundings represent
the raw and corrected soundings, respectively, from the preceding swath where the probe was disabled. Note that
the corrected soundings (black) agree well with the trend of the profile collected immediately after the probe was
enabled (green). Horizontal boxes are 100 meters wide.

Figure 10. Raw soundings of Section E (green) compared to soundings from overlap line collected prior to
sensor failure (red). Error approaches 1.4% of water depth in outer beams on right side of figure.
Horizontal boxes are 150 meters wide.

Figure 11. Corrected soundings (blue) of Section E compared to soundings from overlap line collected
prior to sensor failure (red). Comparing to the uncorrected soundings in Figure 10, it is evident that the
depth errors on the right side of the image have been corrected. Horizontal boxes are 150 meters wide.
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Figure 12. Comparison of applied sound speed vs. recorded sound speed. Applied values are shown in
blue, recorded values are in green. Red samples are taken from sound speed profiles (at the transducer
depth). Sections C, E, and F can be corrected using the actual recorded values.

Figure 13. Re-pointing soundings in Section F. Data are from 2 swaths surrounding the transition from
probe to profile as the source of sound speed for beam steering. Soundings in light blue were collected
prior to the transition and are considered correct. Green soundings were collected using the erroneous
sound speed value from the profile with the dark blue soundings being the corrected versions of the green.
The re-pointing procedure has removed depth errors of 1.25% of water depth in the outer beams of the
green soundings. Horizontal boxes are 25 meters wide.

